The Cover picture was taken by Andrew Cartwright and is of his Suzuki V-Strom
in Tunstall forest. Mike Roberts did the digital editing.
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Closing date for copy – Monday after club night. Send via e-mail or on a USB
memory stick (which will be returned) or even hand-written, not a problem. The
Editor reserves the right to edit, amend or omit as he feels fit.

WEBSITE ADDRESS
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
SAM is a registered Charity ~ No. 1067800
All Official Correspondence to:

The Secretary, Les Steggles,
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Chairman’s Chat
A very warm (for the time of year), welcome to the February edition of the SAM
Observer! Reflecting on the year past, it has been quite an eventful year. With the
events team working extremely hard at numerous events and signing up so many
new members to the club one of the best years to date. The Observer team
managing not just these new members, but also the influx of SERV members to
be trained up to Fellowship standard. The ride out team, for their time and effort
to review new venues for the ride outs, ensure routes are open and that venues
can take us on the day. Also all the backroom staff for their tireless efforts in
coordinating all of this and much more beside. These achievements are only
made possible due to the time and effort put in by you, the SAM membership, on
an individual and team based effort. For this I'm extremely grateful, as sure that
all of those that benefit and continue to benefit from your contributions are also
grateful, in terms of their journey through the IAM Roadsmart Advanced Rider
Course' and of course the active social side of SAM and long may it continue. So
a sincere thank you to everyone.
If you'd like to be involved and put something back then there are many
opportunities available from administration, organising events, promoting SAM,
helping out at charity events, ride leading & co-ordinating social rides, observing
and roles within the committee, all of which are essential to the smooth running
of the group.
Another essential element of keeping SAM running are its finances. Simply put,
if we don't receive enough income to balance our out-goings we wouldn't be able
to operate, just like any other business. The group's income consists of annual
membership fees, advertising, entry fees at group nights / special events and
donations for assisting other organisations, such as the motorcycle parking at the
Copdock Classic Motorcycle Club's show.
There are a couple of others ways you can help to raise what might be small
amounts individually, but collectively add up to a significant amount, at no cost
to you. The first is to Gift Aid your annual membership fee. Please see the centre
pages of January's edition for more details. The second is through The Giving
Machine when shopping on-line having added Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists
as your cause. Here's how it works: https://www.thegivingmachine.co.uk/how-itworks/
As most of you may or may not be aware the SAM magazine can also be
accessed online electronically. So if you do not wish to receive a paper copy of
the magazine, please contact Bryan Duncan Thank you.
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For consideration when riding alone WHAT3WORDS
Is used nationally by all the emergency services. Ideal for an emergency, callers
have difficulty describing location accurately. Postcodes frequently cover large
areas and many locations do not have an address. 3 word addresses are precise to
3m x 3m, so you can deliver a quicker, more resource-efficient response. For
example, 10 Downing Street is “slurs ~ this ~ shark“
So how does it work? download the app.
Through the what3words app, which is free for both iPhones and Android
devices, you can input a location's address, returning dozens of squares that
represent exact locations. You can then let others know where you are by sending
them your three-word location, which they'll put into their own map on the app.
This month’s group night is dedicated to the AGM and a celebration of the last
twelve months by way of the presentation of the SAM trophies.
Cheers

Richard

SAM AGM Agenda
Wednesday 19th February 2020
1. 2019 Minutes
2. 2019 Audited Accounts
3. Election of Officers
4. Election of Committee
5. Any Other Business
Following the formalities of the AGM we shall be looking back over the last 12
months, reviewing and celebrating what we’ve achieved as a team as well as
individually through presentation of awards in the way of SAM trophies to their
worthy recipients.
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SAM Membership Renewal
Please be aware that payment for membership fees is now due.
If you joined the group after 30 June 2019, there is no renewal fee due at this
time.
Please see the SAM website for details on how to pay. Look for ‘Join Us’ and
‘Membership Renewal’. The current cost is £22 for single membership and £25
for joint membership.
If you have a Standing Order with your bank (preferred method) for the correct
amount, you need do nothing further.
If you wish to pay with cash or by cheque please fill in a SAM membership
renewal form (available on the SAM website) and either send this via post to me,
my address is on the bottom of the form, or I will be at group night.
Please note that SAM will no longer issue a printed membership card. Any
benefits, discount etc. should still be available on production, if required, of your
IAM membership card (Please ensure you maintain your IAM membership).
Your membership renewal will be confirmed via email.
Thank you,

Dave Franklin

Membership Secretary

http://www.suffolk- advancedmotorcyclists.com/sam-membership-renewal.html
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New Associate Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members:

Graham Woollard John Stokes Terry Buckle
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
he will put your name in the next Issue

IAM Test Passes
Congratulations to the members who have passed their
Advanced test this month.

Kevin Bolt
Morgan Wilson

his Observer was
his Observer was

Glyn Hill.
Richard Ockelton

When you pass your advanced test please let Graham Parker know.
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THE PROMOTIONS TEAM
NEED YOUR HELP
As you may or may not know, the promo team are out and about pretty much all
year round. The group has over 300 members with new members joining all the
time which I think shows that what we do works. At two shows this year we were
able to sign people up on the day using a direct link to the IAM, this resulted in
us signing 20 new members in just two days, I’m not sure how many sign up
after speaking to us at other shows because we don’t get that information but we
know from speaking to new members that they do sign up after seeing us at one
event or another.
We have an excellent team of volunteers but we need more to cover all the events
that we go to, the events start around March and finish in October, the events we
cover are Police Safe Rider, Fire Service Biker Down, Demo Days at all local
dealers, and various shows during the year including, Kesgrave Bell Bike Show
in April, Hadleigh Show, Stonham Barns Bike Show in May, Wheels at Trinity
Park in August (two day event) and of course The Copdock Bike Show in
October plus other events during the year.
We need help with manning the stand and getting the promotions gear to and
from the venues, the gear consists of a gazeebo a couple of flags a couple of
pullups a table and chairs, it sounds a lot but will easily fit into an average size
car.
So if you would like to help give me a call on 07986319163, or email
glynhill93@gmail.com. It’s a fun day out with no training needed just telling
people about SAM and your experiences is all you need to do, that usually does
the trick.

Glyn Hill
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A ‘wee’ mishap
Seeing that photo of the ZZR 1400 in Picos de Europa in last month’s magazine,
as sent in by Phil Sayer, brought back some really good memories for me, and
just one not so good one.
I was with Phil and our ZZR friend on a tour of the Picos and Pyrenees (you can
just see my H2 SX in the left hand background of Phil’s photo, with the red
helmet perched on the mirror).
We had ridden the Picos and were heading north to meet up with David Wood
and two other friends in the Pyrenees. I’m never sure exactly where we are on
these trips, I just follow the satnav or the bike in front and take in the local
ambiance as we go. On the day in question I seem to remember that we had to do
a bit of toll road to get to a more interesting route to our destination.
I had wanted a wee for a few miles when we approached a toll station. Phil and I
were in adjacent lanes and my plan was to catch his attention and inform him of
my plight as we exited but he got through quicker than me so I had to do a bit of
‘catch up’ (not at any great speed as our ZZR friend was still making his way
through). There was virtually no other traffic around, so as I drew alongside and
caught Phil’s attention we both slowed to walking pace (slow riding techniques
proving useful) and I shouted my message of impending need. As most of you
will know, it’s difficult at the best of times to have a conversation with ear-plugs
in, helmet on and engine running even when stopped. Well it’s even more
difficult when moving. Phil couldn’t make out what I was trying to say so I
moved in a bit closer – big mistake! I lost balance slightly but was too close to
Phil to be able to correct it. Over I went onto Phil and over Phil went into the
Armco.
Neither of us was hurt (apart from my pride) but the right hand mirrors on both
bikes were at a peculiar angle, although luckily not broken. Phil quickly had his
spanners out and tightened up his mirror arm in the correct position. My mirrors
are designed to fold up – but not by dropping them onto the road! It quickly
became apparent, mostly by bits of grey plastic on the road, that my mirror
coming round with considerable force had broken my upper fairing where the
screen attaches to it. For some unknown reason I picked up as many of the plastic
pieces as I could and put them in my tank bag, although any attempt to stick them
back together would have been misguided and most likely impossible.
We managed to do a temporary repair by lashing the screen to the remaining part
of the fairing with plenty of strategically placed insulation tape and then we were
ready to roll again – but not before I had had that wee! Aaar, what relief!
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We got to our Pyrenees destination with no further incident and met up with our
friends. Unfortunately the weather had turned to persistent rain so the next day,
instead of any adventurous riding, we had a relaxed ride (in the rain) down to
Lourdes. A worthwhile trip I thought – you never know luck where miracles are
concerned. However, having had a walk round the Rosary Basilica and the
Massabielle Grotto, we got back to our bikes and suffice it to say, my fairing was
still broken! Oh well! - I suppose I was being a bit over optimistic.
My temporary repair held out well for the rest of the trip and when I got home I
did a more permanent temporary repair with colour coordinated gaffer tape
which invited several comments and questions requiring further explanation
when on ride-outs and breakfast runs. I also checked out the price and
availability of a new upper fairing, and by then I had found out that it was a one
piece moulding that
went from one side
to the other and
houses the head and
side lights (plus
other electrical
gismos) within it.
Orwell’s came up
trumps on both price
and availability so I
made the purchase,
but my new
temporary repair was
so good I decided to
leave it for the rest
of the summer and
fit the new part in
the winter months,
which I’m now
doing (see picture).
Well, what can I say,
it was an expensive
wee, - considerably
more than spending
a penny!

Martin Drury
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SAM Theory Evenings
As most of you know, on the Thursday evening, directly after Group Nights,
SAM holds its monthly Theory Evening. Based on an ever revolving subject list
of important rider skills these nights are an informal evening of facts and lively
banter all aimed at improving your ride based on the
information in the Advanced Rider Course Logbook.
Each session covers one of the four main topic areas;
Overtaking
Cornering

Planning & Positioning
Gears & Acceleration

Mainly aimed at Associates going through the course, these
evenings are also a good way for full members to brush up on
their theory and add their experiences and questions to the session.
The great benefit of attending these sessions in the classroom means it saves time
on the road, covering theory and has the added advantage of an opportunity to
discuss any issues you may have generally on your Advanced Rider Course.

Derek Barker
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Nostalgia
If it is nostalgia you want I must take you back to the early 1960's. A pillion ride
on a Matchless 350 had convinced me that motorcycling was the way to go. Just
sixteen, a summer job on a building site helped me to amass a giddy twenty
pounds and so in due time I approached a local Taunton dealer. His showroom
was full of Britiron, black, greasy and dripping oil. The only modern looking
bike there was an Ariel Arrow but this was way past my price. At the end of the
row was something in sickly green. Yes, a '53 D1 Bantam 125, complete with
bald rear tyre and dubious brakes. However, it did have a dual seat and plunger
rear suspension. I had to have it. Nineteen pounds changed hands and I was
released into the town's traffic followed by a cloud of smoke from the fish-tail
silencer. There was no compulsory training then. I soon mastered the beast and
developed a fine judgement on meeting a gentle slope, of whether to scream
along in second gear or chug up in top.
I had to use the Bantam for school as it was the only way to avoid having to wear
a cap which was obligatory then even for sixth formers. It joined a Lambretta,
Vespa, Tiger Cub and Raleigh moped. The Bantam had to stand propped against
the cycle shed wall as the centre stand was defunct. I was taken to task for
lowering the tone of the school.
When the weather became more obliging, the Bantam was pressed into service
for camping trips on the Quantocks, caving on the Mendips and breezing to the
coast. However, it was always a struggle to keep up with my scooter-riding
friends.
Then my father became interested in bikes. He had last ridden when he fell off a
WD 350 in the Western Desert and now purchased a D7 175 Bantam. This had
real power and was quite different to the D1. You sat in the latter but perched on
the D7, like a monkey on a stick. I used it to get my full licence, however. Dad
eventually seized it trying to nudge past 60 on an old airfield.
I needed money to keep the D1 running. A job as a delivery boy was on offer. It
involved walking around the town after school to collect films from chemist
shops for processing. The business was a family concern and the boss used his
car on a country round to bring in more work. When they learned I had a bike, I
was immediately sent off on this round and so became an early dispatch rider.
The ride was from Taunton to Wellington, then to Wiveliscombe and then back
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home via Norton Fitzwarren. I booked one and a half hours for this 25mile
circuit but did it in far less, so killed time at a friend's house. The real advantage
of my taking on the round was the A38 on summer weekends. The road then
became a car park as every car, caravan and coach from the north tried to get to
Torbay or Cornwall. Only the bike could get through.
The D1 was fairly primitive. To stop the engine you closed the throttle. There
was no ignition key or switch. I was once sneaking away from my girl friend's
house at midnight and pushed the bike down the road so as not to wake up her
parents. I kicked it over and it immediately screamed up to full revs. I saved the
engine by pulling off the plug lead, getting a mighty electric shock in the process,
dropping it and waking up every dog in the neighbourhood. Her brother had
pulled up the throttle cable casing and wedged it on top of the adjuster at the
carb. as a little joke. What a nice lad! I dared not show my face there again for
some time.
Despite all the miles and abuse, the bike never let me down, but it did lack
power. The mechanics magazine of the day was always answering questions
about how to obtain more power from a machine. I opted for a silencer decoke.
You had to soak it in hot caustic soda solution as it did not dismantle. We should
have read the warning label on the tin. The chemical took the skin off Dad's
hands and did little to the silencer's internals. A blow lamp did a much better
job.
As a sign of things to come, a fellow sixth-former bought a brand new Honda
C50 step through. How we laughed! We both had summer jobs at Butlins,
Minehead. I was chugging home one weekend when he passed me on his C50
while carrying a pillion! Something had to be done. An exchange barrel and
piston were called for. By this time I was at college in Exeter and it seized four
times on the first 30 mile ride. It had to go and was recycled back to a lad in my
old school who had no trouble with it. He only rode it a short way to school to
get out of wearing a cap!

Rev Barry Cramp
Thanks to Andy

Cletheroe who has sourced this article
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BREAKFAST RUN
1st March 2020
Bury Lane Farm Shop, A10 By-Pass
Melbourn, Royston. SG8 6DF
Tel: 01763 260418
Meet at Stowmarket Tescos, IP14 5BE, in good time for a 09:00 Briefing and
subsequent departure.
All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator: Trevor Read.
Exit Tescos and join the A1120 downhill to the right – 3rd exit – and turn right
at the lights at the bottom.
Take second exit at the roundabout to Combs Ford heading to the Magpie then a
quick left and right into Combs Lane.
At the T-junction turn right, over the narrow bridge then immediately left.
After about a mile and a half turn left through Rattlesden and Felsham to Great
Green.
Fork left at the green and on to join the A1141 to the right.
On meeting the A134 turn right then immediately left.
A mile and a half later turn left to Hawstead Green then left again on Bury Road
for a short way then turning right following the sign to Whepstead then another
signed right.
Turn right onto the B1066 and left at the black barn to Chedburgh and take the
A143 to the left.
Past the prison turn right to GREAT Thurlow and over the staggered crossroads
to Withersfield where a right turn is made at the green.
Then on to join the A1307 to the right.
Past Linton turn left signed Abington, over the roundabout following signs for
Duxford to join the A505 to the left.
A little over eight miles on, just past Flint Cross, turn right at the sign for
Melbourn, over the staggered crossroads in the centre and turn left onto the A10.
Bury Farm is half a mile on the right.
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Ride Co-ordinators and
Ride Leaders

Ride Co-ordinator and Ride Leader
Chief Ride Leader, Dean Harris
Robert Baker
Dave Frankin
David Wood

Brian Ellis
Glyn Hill

Vini Evans
Karl Grimwade
Richard Ockelton
Trevor Read

Ride Leaders
Eric Aldridge
Martin Drury
Mike Roberts

Ken Beckinsale
Chris Bond Roy Cribb
Alex Jones
Nigel Pye
Tim Wash
Fred Sparrow
Adrian Tadman

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute
changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route
cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination, so
you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day.
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Saturday Jaunt
21st March 2020
East Anglian Railway Museum
Chappel Station
Essex
CO6 2DS
Tel: 01206 242524
Meet at Beacon Hill Services IP6 8LP on the junction of the A140 and the A14
in good time for the 13:00 Briefing and subsequent departure.
All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator Glyn Hill.
Exit the services and take the third exit from the roundabout onto Kettle Lane
and turn off to the right at the top of the rise to join the A14 westbound.
Turn off at the next slip (Junction 50) and take the A1120 down the hill, right at
the bottom then into Needham Road at the roundabout and on to Combs Ford.
Head for the ‘Magpie’ and over onto Combs Lane.
Turn left onto the B1115, through Finborough and on to Bildeston.
Turn right to Monks Eleigh, joining the A1141 to the right.
On leaving the village turn left to remain on the A1141 until joining the B1071 to
the left, through Great Waldingfield to Sudbury.
Turn left onto the by-pass then right at the next roundabout, along Newton Road
to the A131 junction.
Turn left and back out of Sudbury on the B1508 – Cornard Road – to Bures.
Turn right on leaving Bures at the brown “Railway” sign into a narrow road for
three miles, through Mount Bures to the marked entrance of the railway station
'Chappel and Wakes Colne’.
Either park on the approach road or enter the large car park opposite the station.
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Poland Trip 2019
In November 2018, during a Tea Break at work, my friend suddenly said “I
really want to visit Auschwitz”. In June 2019, myself and 4 Friends finally set off
on my 1st, and our Epic European Roadtrip. I am a bit of a methodical soul so
decided to take on board all the planning. Research eventually led me to using
Michelin Online Route Map as it allowed for Petrol Stop Planning as one of our
party was restricted to 120 mile range. What adventure lay ahead for our party of
5 and a mix of bikes too. I own a 2015 Yamaha Tracer 900 along with another of
our party, there would also be a Harley Davidson, a VN1700 and a Triumph
Street Triple 1050cc.
After much discussion between the Pros and Cons of travel by either Ferry from
Harwich to Hook of Holland .. or using the Channel Tunnel . we decided the
Tunnel was by far the most economical and fastest way ahead. Top Tip is Your
Tesco Clubcard Vouchers can be used to pay for your crossing, and they often
have offers where Tesco will double or treble your voucher values, at the time of
booking I received £75 of Tunnel Vouchers for £25 of Clubcard points. So the
dates were set, we would embark on June 14th at 9am and Return on June 20th at
6pm.
Next job was planning our accommodation and excursions. Using a combination
of Internet search engines and Michelin guide, I located cheap but good
accommodation. Our 1st night’s stay would be just outside Hannover in
Germany, some 406 miles and 5 Fuel Stops / Breaks and we would reach Motel
24hr Hannover, at a cost of £35 for Bed and Breakfast with Parking outside. We
reached the Hotel around 6pm in the evening, booked in, showered and met up
downstairs. This is a budget bed for the night, a triple room with TV and comfy
bed, a small restaurant area that only catered for breakfast so we took a 10
minute walk down the road to Burger King, had our dinner, popped in the fuel
station opposite for drinks and snacks then back to our rooms for a pretty good
night's sleep.
Next morning, after a very nice continental breakfast we packed up and started
our next jump. Some 517 miles, 5 fuel stops and 7 hours later we would reach
our Polish accommodation The Ibis Budget Bronowice in Krakow. The French
Motorways and German Autobahns were a pure delight. Smooth roads,
wonderful driving, very little hold ups. As we approached Krakow we hit the
mother of all storms. At one point us Brits were the only ones plodding through
the storm but eventually we gave up and sought refuge in a roadside cafe. This
delayed us 10 miles from Krakow for a few hours.. We eventually reached the
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Ibis and our basecamp for 3 days at 9.30pm. The Ibis is a modern hotel, it has
gated outside car park, our lovely twin rooms with breakfast cost us £88 for 3
nights!!. As soon as we unpacked the bikes it was bed for some well-earned rest.
Getting up the next day, over a lovely all you can eat continental breakfast we
decided for the 3 days we had we would give the bikes a rest, well that and our
derrieres also. Poland and Krakow is a beautiful and cheap place to be. Our hotel
is about a 20 minute walk from the Town Centre or Krakow Square. A Taxi for 5
adults cost us about £5. Food and drinks were great and so cheap, the atmosphere
was buzzing we were made to feel very welcome.

We would be in Krakow all day and evening, eating and drinking, it's such great
value, but we were there to visit Auschwitz, and we decided to visit the Salt
Mines too. Auschwitz has 2 camps, located about 1 hours’ drive from Krakow,
we decided to jump on the bikes and an hour later we arrived at Auschwitz
Camp. Roads were great and easy to follow, parking cost us about £1. If you
arrive before 10am you are free to walk around alone but we opted for a British
Tour and at £12 was incredible value. We had a brilliant English speaking guide
and through a headphone set he would inform us of much more knowledge than
we could ever read, ;leading us logically around the camp. After around 3 hours
we had a small respite, they then lay on coaches and you travel with your guide
to Auschwitz 2 Birkenau .. the big camp. Again the guide walks you through for
about 2 hrs and gives you a great insight into the history. I won't dwell on it as
you have to visit yourself to see the immense size of this German War machine
working and to experience yourself the suffering that must never happen again.
After a sombre day in Auschwitz we headed for the Krakow Salt Mines. This
time we took a bus. Again this was very cheap, on time and so comfortable with
a digital display showing the stops as they come and phone chargers too. The Salt
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Mines are amazing and have to be visited too. The entry was around £18 and the
trip lasts a good day as they are massive mines and the guides fill you with
knowledge. Be warned there's a lot of walking but they do cater for disabled and
have lifts.
The Following day we would be heading back into Germany and another stop
over I planned. We had accommodation and a Tour booked at Colditz Castle.
Some 365 miles, 3 fuels stops and 5 hours later we arrived at Colditz Castle. We
had an English speaking tour booked for our party which cost us £18 each. The
tour took around 3 hours and our Guide Steffi was extremely knowledgeable
about the history. It was fascinating. A word of WARNING .. the village around
Colditz Castle on a Tuesday is CLOSED .. there was nowhere open .. we
eventually found a Kebab shop next to an Aldi for our tea. We also purchased
snacks and beers to take to our accommodation for the evening also. I had
searched and found a place called Wasserschloss Podelwitz, it was like a
medieval; castle, we parked the bikes outside the door and had the place to
ourselves as it was off season. Again our room was a combination of a 2 and 3
bed room within a room.. Big rooms in this amazing castle style place, again only
£30 bed and breakfast too.

Up the next morning, after a delicious breakfast in the main building we set off
for our final overnight stop in Nijmegen. 380 miles and 6 hours later we reached
our final night in Nijmegen. We stayed in a beautiful fully equipped chalet called
Stadsoasen Nijmegen, the owners live next door. It cost us £50 each bed and
breakfast but this place is really luxury, electronic entrance gate leads to a barn
with undercover parking and wonderful hosts that give you an amazing breakfast.
We walked into the main town for the evening, about 20 minutes’ walk, enjoyed
a delicious meal and drinks flowed well and we retraced our adventure of the last
few days. A cab back to the accommodation and a good night's sleep set us up for
the rigors of a haul back to the UK with our Fridge Magnets and Dish Cloths.
To sum up.
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The trip was amazing and lessons were learnt. I have a Touratech Air Seat
Cushion on my bike, with very little air inside, it was amazing and a bottom
saver.
Some of the days did feel rushed, the total trip was about 2600 kms and instead
of 3 or 3 big mileage days, in future I will cut these down to allow more time to
relax and take in the beautiful scenery more.
The E40 road to Krakow is
awful, as you enter the Polish
side for about 20kms your down
to about 20mph on a dual
carriageway, coaches and cars
getting blown tyres and my
mates Harley bottoming out.
We had planned on visiting The
Blochaus in France just outside
Calais but didn't have the time
Panniers are a pain for filtering
and encourage overpacking, just
my backbox and bag next time.
The European roads are
awesome, amazing motorways,
lovely smooth twisties and the
most gracious people you could
meet and I would encourage
you to go. Most of our trip, the
weather was amazing and so
warm in June.
So what’s next you may ask, well word gets around fast, this year I have planned
for 10 of us, yes another 5 heard the stories of Poland and have decided to join
this years, to take a 4 day trip with amazing bike roads, we are riding the B500
Black Forest route from Baden Baden, and the Vosges Mountains taking in the
Route Des Cretes to include all the peaks, along the way stops planned in Nancy
France, The Mehliskopf Toboggan run, The Eble Uhren Park and world's largest
cuckoo clock (and a gift for the wife). Of course being Post Brexit Driving
Permits and Green Cards will be required.

Richard Butler
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A GOOD OL’ BOY?*
KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE GT
If you’ve been sleeping under a rock, haven’t read your SAM magazine, or don’t
frequent Facebook, you may have missed the fact the Orwells has added another
manufacturer to its showroom floor. They are now a main dealer for KTM.
When they posted the news on Facebook, I offered my services as a test rider and
was told to visit in the New Year, when they would have demo bikes available.
So I duly did so, and after looking at the bewildering array of models I opted for
a ride on a 1290 Super Duke GT. This bike has very similar specifications to my
Triumph Explorer 1200, but with a more sporty riding position, and an additional
40 horse power. More on that later.

I booked a ride based on the weather forecast, which is never really a good idea
these days. You are much better off looking out of the window on the day!
However, this time it was correct and the sun was shining, although the
temperature was a fresh 6-7 degrees and the roads were still slimy and wet in
places.
Having completed the usual paperwork the Duke was rolled off the showroom
floor and out the door. It only had 200 miles on the clock! I was shown how to
change the multitude of settings via the buttons on the left bar and displayed on
the lovely TFT screen. I opted to leave everything in road mode with traction
control on. There are so many permutations of settings on modern bikes, it’s a
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good idea to set off with something ‘middle of the road’ and not what the last
person riding used.
The bike looked very impressive in its
white and orange colour scheme, which,
much to my delight was finished with a
lovely shiny top coat of lacquer. For
those of you who like matte, there are
other colour schemes. On the side of the
tank it proudly displays the 1290 model,
yet the engine is actually 1301cc. It
reminded me of a BMW car I owned in
the 80s that had a model number of 316,
but had an 1800cc engine.
This bike has all the toys. Keyless
ignition, power modes, traction control,
ABS, Brembo brakes, WP semi-active
suspension, LED lights, cornering lights,
heated grips ... I could go on, but you can
read the KTM website for the full
equipment list.
Having checked the mirrors were
adjusted correctly I fired up the beast,
selected 1st gear, and ventured off into the
Ipswich traffic with the stock exhaust
sounding very nice and fruity.
I’d only got about a couple of hundred
yards along the road when I noticed that there was a red warning triangle on the
TFT display. I’d no idea what this icon meant, so turned round and returned to
Orwells. After some searching through the menus, and “turning it off and on
again”, the red triangle disappeared. The cause? The heated seat option was
turned on and this bike didn’t have one fitted! Trivial, but worth checking.
So off I set for the 2nd time. I went out on my normal test route of Hadleigh
Road, Sproughton, Claydon, A14, A140, then the B1078 all the way through to
Wickham Market for a cup of coffee on the industrial estate.
I have to say I did set out with pre-conceived ideas. In my head, KTMs were
much more industrial/agricultural bikes than the multi-cylinder Japanese bikes
I’ve mostly ridden for the last 44 years. This was based on their history of being
off-road bikes. I couldn’t have been more wrong.
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Out on the dual carriageway, and on the twisty B roads, the Duke surprised me
with how smooth and tractable the big V twin engine was. When in the
villages/towns I was even more surprised at how it would trickle along at 30mph
in 3rd and 20mph in 2nd with not the slightest hint of jerkiness. In fact, throughout
the whole test the throttle behaved perfectly, and you know how much I moan
about modern ‘fly-by-wire’ throttles on some bikes. Coming out of the 30s into
the NSLs I only had to turn the throttle a small percentage and the bike shot
forward to 60. I mentioned earlier it has 175 HP! A great pub chat figure, but it is
all but impossible to use a fraction of it on the road. Of course, the bike can be
used on track days and autobahns.

The Duke has WP semi-active suspension, similar to that on my Triumph. I was
always sceptical of such refinements, but the truth is, once you have owned a
bike with it you are going to look for bikes so equipped when you come to
change. Everything else feels basic and nowhere near as plush. I did read a
couple of reviews of the KTM where the suspension was described as ‘choppy’. I
experienced none of this, and it soaked up every bump and undulation the
modern state of our roads could throw at it.
Two things I would change are: Firstly, the screen, which for me didn’t go low or
high enough. When low, the wind hit my chin bar. When high, it hit my forehead
area. Secondly, the auto-cancel indicators. Arrrgghh! I’ve turned them off on my
Triumph. I’m not sure if you can on the KTM.
I really enjoyed my couple of hours out on the KTM and it got me looking at the
accessories on offer. Although not fitted to the test bike there are options of
factory panniers and (yes, Nick Braley ) you can have a top box.
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Next time you are in town, why not pop in to Orwells and look at a range of
bikes you may not have considered before (although several of our members and
Observers have!)?
Thanks again to Orwells for the test ride. I look forward to the next demo day.
NB. There’s a rather long review/demo ride by me on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfXM4oFaVls

Mike Roberts
* The title will only mean something to readers of certain age who know about
Hazard County. 

“The SAM Observer”
Cover Photo
Calling all of SAM’s photographers out there. Photos are required for ‘The SAM
Observer’ cover, which I am sure you must have spotted is in full colour.
So if you have a cracking shot that has one or more
motorcycles in it, is all your own work, and you think it would
look good on the cover, I’d be very pleased to see it.
There is now a special topic on the SAM
Forum where you can show small copies of
potential magazine cover photos for all to see. (Just look in the
Members Only section) Full instructions and requirements are
listed there. I can’t promise to use all, some, or any of the
photos posted, but you may get a call from me asking for the
original file from your camera.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/magcovers

Mike Roberts
mike.j.roberts@btinternet.com
Website Administrator
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Editorial
After a very wet Autumn, Winter
seems to be much dryer, I’ve used
my poor steed a couple of times this
month. Last couple of days it’s been
quite warm. My Bee’s were flying
in the sun, this time of year they
should be tucked up in bed.
Again the news feeds are full of fake
news, We’re going to get the worst
snow storms ever, But like last year
and the years before, we get one flake. In fact the Beast from the East was a
welcome relief. At least it did snow…
I was given a day pass and came on the January’s breakfast run and it was nice to
get out and about, Pleasant run there and back. Nice dry roads. My front tyre is
looking a bit thin so I might need a new one soon,
Unfortunately I wasn’t able to get on the February Breakfast run as I had to
work. This month club night is the AGM. The mere mention of the word will
have members scuttling away. But it is your club, the more you put in the more
you get out. So please come along, as they say many hands makes light work.

Safe Riding

Felix...

Editor

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH.
Tel: 07712649860
editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
Thank you
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine. 
But….. what about the rest of you…. 
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Closing date for copy Monday after club night
If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or
send me an email.
I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride outs
have written, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so feel
free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will have
another great magazine to read
Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you
can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word
template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has all
the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman as
the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts the
A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate to
your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page

Advertise in our magazine
Annual Advertising Rates:
Advertise on the SAM website for an additional £25.
Contact Felix for more details
07712649860
editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
£50 for ½ page

£75 for full page

Norfolk Advanced Motorcyclists
3rd Monday of the month, 19:30, at Dunston Hall, A140,
Norwich, NR14 8PQ
Chairman,
Secretary,

Rob Chandler,
Alex Mason,
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GTR at Thorpeness Meare, Send in by Steve Cook
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MEMBER INFORMATION
A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our
website. Below are some key links members will find useful.
CONTACTS
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs
so you can recognise everyone.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs
CALENDAR
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your
smartphone.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal
OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM
motorcycle test.
Contact: Derek Baker
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart
CARING SAM
Our customer service & complaints procedures.
Contact: Brian Ellis
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care
DISCOUNT SCHEME
Proof of identity will be required to be shown. (e.g. Current IAM/SAM
membership cards). Save your membership fee, and more, by using these
retailers who give a discount to SAM members.
Contact: Dean Harris
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc
ADVERTS
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our
online adverts section.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads
SHOPS
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two
online shops.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop
FORUM
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related.
Have a read, and then register to join in.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum
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SAM Events for your Diary
February 2020
Wednesday 19th SAM AGM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 Venue
Stowmarket Rugby Club, Chilton Way, Stowmarket IP14 1SZ
Thursday 20th Theory Evening. Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre,
Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF. Come along and learn more
about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Cornering

March 2020
Sunday, 1st
Breakfast Run, Bury Lane Farm Shop. SG8 6DF Meet at
Stowmarket Tesco’s IP14 5BE, in good time for a 09:00 Briefing and
subsequent departure. All riders must attend Briefing
Wednesday 4th SAM Committee meeting 19:30. Kesgrave War Memorial
Community Centre, Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF
Sunday, 15th M/C Dexterity & Control 09:00 – 13:00 Sidegate Primary
School, 292 Sidegate Ln, Ipswich IP4, UK Observers: Derek Barker, Mike
Roberts
Wednesday 18th SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed by
Guest Speaker from Hideout Leathers. Venue Stowmarket Rugby Club, Chilton
Way, Stowmarket IP14 1SZ
Thursday 19th Theory Evening. Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre,
Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF. Come along and learn more
about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Gears & Acceleration
Saturday 21st Saturday Jaunt, East Anglian Railway Museum CO6 2DS
Meet at Beacon Hill Services IP6 8LP on the junction of the A140 and the A14
in good time for the 13:00 Briefing and subsequent departure. All riders must
attend Briefing
Friday 27th ~ Saturday 28th
Safe Rider is a joint initiative between Suffolk
and Norfolk Constabularies which aims to reduce motorcycle casualties. If you
can help the Publicity Team on the Saturday of this event, please contact Glyn
Hill on 07986-319163

April 2020

Wednesday 1st SAM Committee meeting 19:30. Kesgrave War Memorial
Community Centre, Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF
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Sunday, 5th

Breakfast Run, TBA All riders must attend Briefing

Wednesday 15th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed
by, Guest Speaker. Venue Stowmarket Rugby Club, Chilton Way, Stowmarket
IP14 1SZ
Thursday 16th Theory Evening. Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre,
Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF. Come along and learn more
about Roadcraft. 19:30. This month’s topic: Overtaking
Thursday 23rd First Chip Run TBA All riders must attend Briefing
Friday 24th ~ Saturday 25th Safe Rider is a joint initiative between Suffolk
and Norfolk Constabularies which aims to reduce motorcycle casualties. If you
can help the Publicity Team on the Saturday of this event, please contact Glyn
Hill on 07986-319163
Saturday, 25th M/C Dexterity & Control 09:00 – 13:00 Sidegate Primary
School, 292 Sidegate Ln, Ipswich IP4, UK Observers: Andre Castle and Kevin
Brendish

May 2020
Sunday, 3rd

Breakfast Run, TBA All riders must attend Briefing

Wednesday 6th SAM Committee meeting 19:30. Kesgrave War Memorial
Community Centre, Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Ipswich IP5 1JF
Friday 15th ~ Saturday 16th Safe Rider is a joint initiative between Suffolk
and Norfolk Constabularies which aims to reduce motorcycle casualties. If you
can help the Publicity Team on the Saturday of this event, please contact Glyn
Hill on 07986-319163
Saturday 16th Observer COT 09:00 – 16:00 Continuous Observer Training
Venue and times to be confirmed. Contact: Andre Castle & Kevin Brendish
Sunday, 17th M/C Dexterity & Control 09:00 – 13:00 Sidegate Primary
School, 292 Sidegate Ln, Ipswich IP4, UK Observers: Paul Ballard and Geoff
Scott
Wednesday 20th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 followed
by, Guest Speaker. Venue Stowmarket Rugby Club, Chilton Way, Stowmarket
IP14 1SZ
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Note from Editor
Please check the SAM Calendar, Forum & Facebook page for further details and
for any changes after going to press. Especially in winter months when the
weather can be unpredictable

Disclaimer
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group.
They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view
that free expression promotes discussion and interests.
Any comments please email the editor.

Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the vehicle
at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group activities and that
the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot and do not accept any
liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to vehicle occurring in
the course of any rally or other event organised by the Group. Any member
attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own risk and must maintain
their own insurance to cover any said injury to person or damage to vehicle and
must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road tax, insurance and MOT
certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of
the route
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group.
Please watch our light hearted video with a serious message explaining all of
the above.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRMd-dQHzWg
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M ud
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Polish trip
Richard Butler
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